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FOREWORD & ACNOWLEDGEMENTS
This small book is about certain general management challenges. And related
reflections based on my hands-on management experience: mainly, in the
computer and telecommunications industries. Such challenges are presented
and debated in three brief essays.
The first two essays are in the form of a story including conversations between
executives -- as opposed to the more traditional business case study. The
Legacy: Part One was originally published by CRC Press LLC (Auerbach) in
February 1999. The Legacy: Part Two was published (with the title Team CIO)
as a Working Paper at Babson College (Series #2000-01) in April 2000. The
third essay To the Heart of Project Management was published by Auerbach in
July 1999.
I am indebted to many friends and business colleagues for their constructive
comments and encouragement. My sincere thanks to Marta Amieva, Madeleine
Bergeron, John Bonavia, Louis Carney, Marie-Thérèse Chicha, John Davies,
Louise-Nicole Dupuy, David Horton, Donna Kattchee, Ralph Loftin, Omer Simeon,
and Rolf Werder.
I am also particularly grateful to Stewart Stokes as CRC Press Editor whose
critique helped me start this series of essays on management; to Jerry Kanter,
Director of the Center for Information Management Studies at Babson College who
organized a very informative round table discussion with a group of corporate
executives (around the second essay); and to Hélène Mendes who dedicated
valuable time, on short notice, in order to revise the (newly fine-tuned) three essays
for purposes of this reprint.
This small book is dedicated to Giorgio and Elisabeth.

Georges Kassabgi
Wolfeboro, NH (USA)
July 2000
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THE LEGACY: Part One
At the conclusion of a corporate strategic planning session, Bob Asher, the
President and Chief Executive Officer of BRISK International, stood up to make the
closing remarks.
“Your presentations confirm the need for action if we are to regain and
sustain our profitability objectives. We will be able to rejuvenate this company
if we place a greater emphasis on professional services and improved
logistics around our outstanding line of computer products. So I fully support
the renewal of our information systems. Some business process
reengineering and organizational restructuring will be necessary. But my
conviction remains as strong as ever: agree on the priorities, but follow up
with the implementation of each decision. This is what matters. Planning is
fine but doing is what counts.”
The executives applauded and, in the glow of optimism and confidence, began to
leave the conference room. The CEO, on his way out for an informal private dinner
with Nick Gregor, the Chief Information Officer, motioned Henry Fisher, the VP of
Product Management, aside. Bob wanted to remind Henry that the next quarterly
operational review, scheduled for the following Monday, should be focused on the
two questions: “How many of the different boxes have we shipped this month? And,
especially: When are we going to recover from the last quarter’s missed forecast?”
Nick overheard Asher’s questions and could see the frustration on Henry Fisher’s
face. He was struck -- and not for the first time -- by the contradiction between the
CEO’s visionary closing remarks and his nuts-and-bolts directive. Could this
seemingly mixed message result in confusion in the executive ranks -- not to
mention among all the other employees?
Nick winced inwardly, but remained composed as Bob turned to him and indicated
the exit door.
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Bob Asher’s informal dinners, with each of his direct reports, took place almost
every other week. Nick initially thought the informal and personalized setting helped
make Bob a more effective leader. In his original invitation, during the launch of the
reorganization three years earlier, Bob explained that the occasions would give him
valuable feedback on the company’s operation, away from the pressures of the
office.
This time, however, Nick was in a questioning mood. He wondered how a strategic
planning session, with all its competing issues, could be a harmonious environment
for Bob, who felt most comfortable when dealing with one issue at a time.
In addition, Nick had a major problem with the conflicting messages, although he
was well aware of how difficult it is to avoid them when operating within a complex
global economy and a rapidly changing marketplace. And Nick dreaded this
particular one-on-one with his old friend, for the simple reason that earlier this same
morning, just ahead of the planning session, Nick had announced his retirement.
Nick had first informed Bob, and then told the world, that after 20 years of hard work
in the same company and not seeing family and friends enough, he longed to go
smell the roses.
When they were settled in the dining room, Bob started the conversation. “Well Nick,
you announced your retirement, but we both know that you can only sit on the beach
for so long, and then you’ll be ready to return to the corporate wars. We’re both
young, and I know that being part of the action is a key ingredient in our lives. We’re
all a bit frustrated to be facing another round of changes when we have not really
completed last year’s reorganization. Tell me, Nick, why are you really leaving us?
Can you be more specific?”
Nick paused, and then replied: “My decision is final, and also personal. For now,
let’s discuss only BRISK general management issues -- from my CIO’s standpoint.
Bob, I’m more than a little over the top, and I feel this is the time to lay some things
on the line.”
Bob was silent and Nick continued. “Under your leadership, we have made
significant progress at what I’m going to call the hard stuff of management. Take the
new sales channel strategy. Three years ago we achieved a measurable advantage
over our main competitor by the end of the second quarter. Then there was your cost
reduction initiative; you obtained encouraging initial results from our task force much
earlier than we expected. Another good example is how you challenged your
operational VPs last year. They reacted with projections of increased life cycle
profitability for three critical products; these opened the way for the plan we have
today.
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"And the whole company has been dancing to your tune that what matters is the
implementation of our decisions.
“All that’s well and good. But here we are with new market requirements, and with
yet another move toward restructuring -- and a major one at that. Bob, if we look
back over the past five years and take a closer look at our results, once we get past
two quarters after a decision is implemented, the picture is not so rosy.
In all honesty, the new management programs we have initiated in the past five
years have had far from satisfactory results. We have never really achieved our
profitability objectives and the staff turnover has accelerated.
“What I’ve noticed is that when a downturn starts, we stand together and figure out
how to respond to the challenge. When we move into the implementation phase,
however, we do so with frenzied and stressful internal change. As stress increases - and it always does -- our vulnerability to major changes increases. If this keeps up,
and if we’re not careful, we might further dampen our entrepreneurial spirit.
“There is a significant, and endless, cost to this problem. There is also an
explanation: the lack of soft stuff management. And this dearth of (soft) skills
definitely hampers our endeavors.”

Nick fell silent, waiting for Bob’s reply.
“That’s a lot for me to accept, Nick, “ Bob said slowly. Of course, you do know this
company inside out. And you also know my preference for facts, focus, and
structure. I’ll need more insight on those soft issues of yours; we’ll come back to
them. The most immediate consideration, for all of us, is the clear sound of your
decision to retire. So, let me go directly to my burning question. Do you have any
candidates for our next Chief Information Officer? What kind of a person should I
bring in?”
Nick nodded. “I’ve been giving a great deal of thought to that issue, and my answer
may not be what you expect. I believe that we don’t need a Chief Information Officer.
Indeed, I’m not sure any corporation ever really did.” Bob seemed stunned, and sat,
silently. Nick continued:
“Sure, the title is great, and I always appreciated the importance it gave to my role
and responsibilities since your senior consultants introduced the title change almost
ten years ago. However, it is misleading. Let me explain.
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“In the old days, we had one data center, a mainframe, lots of terminals attached to
it, and just about all management data came from one place. We joked about our
work area, the so-called MIS -- or IS -- department, as the ‘glass house.’ Bottom
line, on behalf of your management team, I orchestrated all input processing and
output distribution with the help of a large and mostly technical staff.
“I managed the deliverables according to the agreed upon budget, and interacted
quite well with all the department heads. My title -- Vice President, Information
Systems -- matched my work and suited me fine.
“Market and business changes promoted ‘data’ to ‘information’ and ‘IS head’ to
‘Chief Information Officer’ (CIO). ‘Knowledge Management’ is another promotion in
the making. Frankly, I have my doubts about the whole thing. The concepts may be
OK, but I don’t believe they add much and I dare say they can lead you astray.
“What really happened with the title upgrades was that the CIO often ended up filling
both technology and business roles. With that, the CIO position came under
increasing pressure. This pressure was what led me (as you may recall from a year
ago) to talk to you about hiring a senior IT manager to head up all technical tasks,
while I would become more and more the ‘information officer,’ probably hiring a
small staff experienced in business processes. Indeed, each department happened
just about that time to have an urgent information-related requirement and looked to
me to deliver project management expertise.
“Frankly, I’d say we were lucky to be faced with budget constraints, because I now
believe my idea was dead wrong. I’m now convinced we need to re-examine what
the democratization of information actually means. We need more than additional or
alternative personnel, and we certainly don’t need cosmetics.
“Bob, the first step is that the CEO -- you -- need to become directly accountable to
the organization for the critical, central resources needed by the business unit
management teams to deliver the agreed-upon results. Your vice presidents
depend upon these central resources, and they include Finance, Human Resources,
Legal, and, of course, Information Technology. I believe you could do a lot to clarify
matters by stating your own direct accountability.
“I suggest you appoint a ‘Chief Information Technology Officer’ -- a CITO rather than
a CIO. The Chief Information Technology Officer becomes accountable for
technology management, but not information management. It’s instead the CEO’s
job to take information management pressures off the Chief Information Technology
Officer’s back and place them where they belong: with the business unit
management team. Indeed, with each member in your team doing the management
work that the CIO used to have to handle along with his primary technical functions.”
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Bob was interested, but wary. “That would be a controversial concept, Nick, but I can
see where you’re coming from. An extended and expanded debate may be in order.
And when that happens, you should be the company’s consultant! At least you need
to be around.” Bob paused, but Nick was silent.
“If you want, and I do have some more time, let’s go back to the soft stuff you
mentioned. Could you shed some more light upon what you mean? What would you
do -- specifically -- if you were in my shoes?”

Nick was more than willing to respond. “There are three soft yet fundamental issues,
and the first is a matter of behavior. I have remarked that, in this company, senior
managers prefer to deal either with current operational requirements and results, or
with the challenges of a new management program. Rarely do we manage current
issues and new issues together. We seem to believe that they are two independent
facets of operations management. And they definitely are not. So far, whenever we
go in for ‘change management’ or ‘business process reengineering’, we also create
a separate committee. That’s a recipe for conflict, or at any rate conflicting signals.
Like the one you gave Henry earlier this evening. Excuse me Bob, but I couldn’t help
overhearing.
“More to this point. Paradigm shift, globalization, reengineering of business
processes: we have all used these terms in the past few days, and behind each
word comes a concept and belief about what this company might have to do. Now,
whether we like it or not, change management starts with management. We need to
show the way. If we don’t, we leave the door open for all kinds of localized
interpretations.
“For instance, the conflicting signals I believe you gave Henry may become an
obstacle to the new program. I would not be at all surprised if Henry interprets them
to mean that the agreed-upon change program can, in fact, slip in priority. Individual
interpretations of complex action plans create, at best, implementation delays.
“I have addressed this issue with my own team, and if I were in your shoes, I would
do the same. Once a new management program is agreed upon, it must take its
rightful place on the agenda of the regular senior staff operations reviews, and not
be left as a separate item. Specifically, during the reviews each of your direct
reports should present and discuss the status of both the current month’s business
results and the department’s continued commitment toward implementation of the
new management program.
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“The second soft issue relates to timing and communication. Your support for the
move toward an integrated enterprise application system is a case in point. I think
the new applications are premature; I don’t see how we can accomplish them and
harvest benefits, when we don’t have an integrated company. I know you’re aware of
this condition. We’ve never taken the time, as a management team, to understand
the obstacles, renovate our internal communication processes and practices, and
prepare the managers and troops for change.
"We react to business changes with a new organizational model or reengineering
project, and these are not enough.
“In your position, I would never assume that something as complex as a corporation
can actually implement a change by the injection of money, central strategic
planning, technology, or consultants. Top management must listen very carefully, and
then take charge. For instance, with my team I have done what you might call a
communication joint-venture, a process that has measurably improved teamwork
from early acceptance of the change, through the preparation phase, and beyond. If
the groundwork for change does not get done, the change itself will backfire, sooner
rather than later.
“On the one side, I encourage bottom-up communication in order to access the
minutiae, to understand the different initiatives, to increase the opportunity for
effective coaching at all levels of management. On the other side, I insist on the topdown communication to provide directives, rewards, and exceptional corrective
measures. Trust and leadership depend greatly upon how communication evolves in
both directions. Hence, my idea of communication joint venture.
“With a communication joint venture my managers strengthened their engagement
with the operations. I noticed that they developed a more effective approach; in fact,
a faster response time to new challenges, and a healthier coalition with their troops.
Without a communication joint venture … chances are the groundwork for change
does not get done properly.
“The third soft issue is systemic. Take ‘IT performance improvement’ for instance. I
agree with you and with my colleagues that we need to continue to push for more
improvement. Who doesn’t? But, Bob, IT management effectiveness cannot be
increased, and should not be pursued, unless it is part of an overall information
management improvement plan. And, whenever the targeted improvement is not
purely technical, an IT performance improvement plan should only be pursued within
a corporate performance improvement plan.
“It’s important to constantly remind your management team that there’s no point in
looking for solo ‘silver bullets’. Furthermore, systems thinking cannot be separated
from the other soft issues; including management behavior, preparation for change,
and communication. They all come together and must therefore be dealt with as part
of our daily challenges.
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“The bottom line of my observations is that all organizational leaders -- CEOs
included -- ought to address more carefully the so-called soft stuff. The hard stuff is
fundamental. But it’s the soft stuff that enables the hard stuff to sustain success. And
the more complex and dynamic the organization is, the more critical the soft stuff
becomes.”
Nick fell silent, and seemed deep in thought for a few moments. Then he burst out
laughing, “I didn’t know I was going to say all that until I said it – funny how it takes all
these years for an understanding to crystallize in your mind.”
He stopped again for a few seconds. “Well, yes!” he continued, “it’s odd how many
strong, decisive individuals allow themselves to be swayed by the latest credo,
notion, or popular theory. We do ourselves, our customers, colleagues, and
organizations a disservice when we neglect the ancient discipline of reflection.”
Bob, too, sat silent for a few moments, and then he looked up.
“Nick, your answers are truly thought–provoking, and I know I need to think about
them, but I must wrap up this conversation. I came here tonight to learn about your
decision to retire. More specifically, I wanted your help to jump-start the
identification of your successor.
“My instinct, my background, my environment, everything tells me that I am better off
doing what I know how to do best. So, I need more time to reach an initial level of
comfort with the implications of your observations.”
Nick interrupted. “Bob, that’s precisely my point. Change, including your own
change, demands preparation. With preparation, then speed is the way to go.”
Bob stood up, wearily, and shook hands with his friend.
“I have a lot of re-thinking to do. On the one hand, I need to ponder your controversial
stand regarding the CEO/CIO’s roles and responsibilities. On the other hand, I need
to think through your admonitions about the soft side of things.
“I must confess I do wonder why you did not more forcefully raise these issues
during the past few years? Why did you not share with me and with others your
beliefs about the soft issues? Please do not answer now; it’s getting late.
“Nick, I wish you all the best. Yours is some legacy!”
…
Bob listened to the news and stock market report while driving home. He also tried
to think about some of the most pertinent aspects of the strategic planning session
and about his presentation at the upcoming Board meeting. But despite his usual
instincts, his thoughts shifted again to the dinner conversation.
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People like Bob have been told for so long to give the discipline of information
management its own leader, a CIO. Now, Bob thought Nick might be right. If
managers truly believed information management was a strategic part of our
operations, then it deserved a full partnership with top management engagement,
including review, control, and accountability.
Deciding whether to develop an improvement or a major new information
management system requires the same kind of cross-functional executive attention
as deciding upon a new product launch, a business alliance, or building a new
factory or distribution center.
Bob had to admit to himself that the CIO idea was probably an attempt to sneak
around this accountability challenge, to delegate it while still hoping that its chief
would be someone who could also understand the business issues and talk to
executives on their own level. But the CIO idea proved really hard to achieve; many
CEOs and business unit vice presidents evaded responsibility on the information
management front, and that’s the reason why CIOs crashed and burned sooner than
later!
As he entered his garage, Bob realized that he did not want to think anymore about
Nick’s soft stuff. “Why didn’t you share with me and others your experimentation with
the soft stuff? Nick, you erudite rascal!”
…
Nick remained to watch the late news in the lounge, then took a walk to relax. He
thought that perhaps he had talked too quickly about the soft stuff. But he was also
puzzled about that part of the discussion with Bob. Indeed, the wise men of the past
would probably agree with him, he continued to think … because there’s really
nothing new here.
Alfred Sloan’s management structures excelled during the 50’s. Later, Peter
Drucker’s management theories and principles addressed, albeit in a subtle way,
the art of leading and managing -- in essence, the soft stuff. More recently, Michael
Hammer was quoted as saying: ‘Reengineering for longer-term growth: it’s not so
much getting rid of people; it’s getting more out of people’; and Tom Davenport, in
the same article, warned us against relying on any single technique as the solution
to business problems.
Nick concluded: “Something is missing. To help master the new movements in
organizational life, to navigate through today’s changing environments, we need a
new frame of reference. No new management theory. Just an addendum to the
numerous studies so well documented in the past decade. And, ultimately, that will
be my legacy!”
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The Legacy: Part Two

Synopsis
In Part One, Nick Gregor, the CIO of BRISK International, has dinner with his boss,
Bob Asher, President and CEO. Earlier that same day, Nick had a surprise
announcement for Bob -- his resignation; hence, the two of them explore anew their
relationship, certain management issues, and the ways in which the IT function
operates today in many companies. Nick’s conclusion is that he ought to reconvene
with Bob, to further clarify some aspects of his recommendations.
We meet again Nick in Part Two. After his resignation, he has taken a sabbatical
and travels through Europe but remains in touch with specific IT and business
events. The particular setting in this essay is a CIO conference in Basel, Switzerland
and that’s where he unexpectedly meet with three old acquaintances. Nick's desire
to provide Bob with more lasting recommendations leads him to invite his three
colleagues to get together with him to discuss management issues and challenges.
The debate that follows is centered on Nick's main concerns. First and foremost, an
improved positioning of IT in the organization requires that business line
management under the leadership of the CEO become more accountable for the
non-technical portion of the CIO responsibilities. With that in mind, the first brief
discussion refers to a CIMS/Babson College paper and a series published by the
Financial Times. The second concern is the relatively low priority given to the soft
side of things. Nick takes the opportunity to dwell again on the subject and expand
his thoughts on the organization of the future. Third, the large corporation can learn
from the small one. This is brought home to particular effect by one of the younger
©1999 Georges Kassabgi, The Legacy
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participants in the discussion, the CEO of an Internet company.
In the end Nick feels better about his views but concedes that he should have
transferred his knowledge to his boss at the time he was most active with his
company -- and not after he had left.

PROLOGUE

The mega-display announced the theme of the Conference, The Future CIO is Here
& Now: Technology & Business/Teamwork & Speed. Nick Gregor entered the
modern building for the annual event, held this time in Basel, Switzerland. Despite
being rarely enthusiastic about this sort of gathering, Nick always liked to be in
Basel. Here, pleasant memories remained with his earliest project management
experiences.
For a moment, he was taken back more than fifteen years. Hired then at the
Regional Basel Bank by the Technology Infrastructure Manager who reported to the
Operations Executive VP, Nick was given the challenge of implementing the Bank’s
new integrated information system. A planning phase with a blank check
characterized Nick’s first three months. And, most importantly, the CEO of the Bank
assigned his entire team of Executive VPs to engage with him in the project, to be
accountable for it, with the extra title of Team CIO. There was no CIO position at the
Bank. Indeed, the Chief Information Officer title had just started to be promoted by
the gurus in renowned management periodicals. For the CEO, the Technology
Infrastructure Manager had responsibility for all technical matters, from system
architecture to physical implementation and maintenance, while the team of his
Executive VPs, as a group including himself, provided the (non-technical)
information management direction. Nick’s project management was literally
energized by such counter-current CEO action. In particular, the open-door
interaction with Team CIO led to positive business guidance and timely technical
trade-offs. Nick held daily working sessions with his sub-project managers and their
team. They completed deliverables on time and within budget. Furthermore, near
deployment time, the CEO’s weekly memo appeared with his usual end-of-theproject punch line addressed to Team CIO, to the Technology Infrastructure
Manager, and to the Project Manager: “At the end of our project, the technical or
specialist teams must be regarded as possessing the greatest, alas volatile,
knowledge asset -- and we must capture it for sustained benefits/risk management
for the organization. That’s when critical knowledge is ripe and reachable.”
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Nick continued to walk slowly through the entrance hall. He thought of the special
board meeting held with the participation of the Executive Team, at the end of the
Basel Bank project. So many valuable lessons learned. The session strengthened
the collaboration and the coordination within Team CIO regarding effective use of
the new information system. Nick and his manager participated. Actually, Nick only
then became aware that this unheard-of step was part of the management process
at the Bank. He smiled recalling how it had been dubbed: “The Bottom-up Vision of
the Organization.”
He recalled how he had left the Bank and the life on the Rhine, with honors. An
international computer company, headquartered in the Boston area, made him an
offer he couldn’t refuse. He returned to the US, and within a couple of years became
the CIO. But, in spite of the Corporate Mission Statement enhancing information
management, an excellent relationship with the CEO, the support expressed by the
Executive Vice Presidents, he was never able to emulate the Basel Bank’s project
effectiveness in the development and use of information systems.
After many years as CIO, Nick became increasingly convinced of the Team CIO
approach. And since his resignation three months ago, he could hardly avoid
hammering away at the discussion of his legacy with Bob Asher, his long time
friend and CEO of the computer company he worked for as CIO. And that was
where his reminiscing now led him.
Specifically, Nick recollected that on his last day as CIO, he realized that he left Bob
with an unfinished description of his legacy, i.e., his views on management. For
whilst the timing had been right for persuading Bob that the CIO position must be
rejuvenated, all he had in fact achieved was to explain to Bob that the CIO title was
misleading. The message, though, seemed to strike a chord. On the other hand, the
subtler topics identified as the soft side of management, which he considered
paramount in the tackling of any management challenge, took a good chunk of the
discussion time but with no apparent impact on Bob’s concerns. Having wasted an
opportunity to act on his views, Nick felt a fit of anger at that point and impulsively
decided he could use a long break.

Now in Basel, Nick was comfortable and well into his sabbatical in Europe.
Nevertheless, he remained interested in attending conferences, in keeping abreast
of the latest technology and evolving business requirements, both for his desire to
provide Bob with the ultimate legacy, and for his decision on what to do next with his
professional life. All this mingled with his growing delight in the opera, the museums,
diverse outdoor activities, and regional gastronomy.
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A poster at the newsstand caught his attention. It advertised the works of young
political satirists selected for a special presentation at the historic house where
Erasmus lived for many years. Basel was where Nick Gregor first developed a
genuine fondness for the writing of the famous Renaissance Humanist, in particular,
The Praise of Folly, first published in 1509. The eye-catching poster caricatured a
man watering what looked like a plant: actually, an assembly of mechanical parts
nicely shaped to resemble a central stem, with branches, leaves and flowers. The
artist had given the man a funny, impatient, puzzled face.
Nick liked the poster. The message was subtle but potent. He smiled at the
coincidences between the potential story behind the poster, the day in the life of the
CIO, and Erasmus’ writings. Words ran through his mind: simple concept,
innovative parts, new sub-system … impatient users, expensive system growth or
change efforts, disillusioned management … burned-out CIO, Conference for
Solutions in Business & Technology, updated discussion of IT issues, new action
plan, and … all this against the backdrop: The Praise of Folly.
Nick suddenly felt in good spirits.

INTRODUCTION
The conference program covered the pressing topics of the Information Technology
world. Scanning the list, Nick found himself thinking that on the basis of these titles
and speakers, the majority of the participants should return to their offices with a
good deal of satisfaction. The first day agenda was to examine major issues as they
related to Technology & Business with reference to the competitive environment,
emerging technologies, processes, and IT solutions. The second day dealt with
those related to Teamwork & Speed with reference to the organization, people, and
learning.
At that moment, three other delegates stopped in front of Nick. He was lost in
thought and did not immediately pay attention to them. After a moment, he
recognized two old buddies, Hans S and Patricia D. Hans had been the Systems
Architect at the Bank in Basel. He informed Nick that he had remained with the
Bank, now merged with two other Regional Banks. He was recently promoted to the
technology infrastructure top job. Patricia was the CEO of an international company
in Toronto specializing in IT consulting, systems integration, and outsourcing
professional services. On the strength of her recommendation, Nick had
successfully engaged a group of competent resources to help Bob’s Sales VP in
two large projects with major accounts. And Nick had subsequently introduced her
to the Bank in Basel. The third person with them was Ken K, Patricia’s son, who had
founded an Internet technology company in France.
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Nick enjoyed bringing the two amigos and the newcomer up to date on his years as
CIO, his resignation-minded discussion with Bob, his most recent reading of books
and articles -- with constant reference to his dilemma. On the one hand, he felt
convinced that the “Executive Team as CIO” not only represented the most effective
positioning of IT in the organization, but could also foster better results for other
management decisions. Indeed, Team CIO ensures an effective, constant,
coordination between IT related actions and other actions in the organization.
And having included the importance of the soft side of things, Nick summed it up by
stating: “No matter how large-scale or sweeping a solution:
"If it’s a touch of a solution then it’s not a solution with sustainable results.” On the
other hand, neither Bob, nor anybody else he had met, appeared willing to fully
admit the validity of his views on management.
Indeed, Nick’s views on management appeared out of line at this and other
conferences. Why then should he be so concerned with documenting his ultimate
legacy to Bob? The majority of the top management community oftentimes tends to
address challenges as if one could single them out from the rest of the organization;
then relies on one or more of the valid planning or reengineering methodologies
available, or trusts that a packaged IT solution will do the job. And management
typically hastens to impose a strictly defined, short, timeframe for the specific effort.
The methodology-driven solution, the focus, the strict timeframe -- all are fine and
fundamental hard stuff on which success is based. That is, provided they flourish in
a coordinated effort, as part of a continuum in management, and not to the detriment
of the soft side. Otherwise, the methodology-driven solution, the focus, and the strict
timeframe offer only a touch of a solution.
After a while, Nick suggested to his three companions that they reconvene the
following evening, at the end of this two-day conference, in the lobby of his hotel. He
would make reservations for dinner where they could talk at length. He was anxious
to get their impromptu help. They all agreed, and he handed them a copy of some
pertinent reading material.
The following evening’s ride to the restaurant in Mumpf on the Rhine was scenic and
delightful. All the while, they compared notes or joked about the dichotomy between
the grand message of this year’s conference, highlighting teamwork around the CIO
theme, and the minimal presence of business managers. Nick knew the restaurant
well, and the owner recognized him. The table for four was near the window
overlooking the imposing river.
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PERSPECTIVES ON “Team CIO”

Patricia, in her usual forthright style, opened the debate: “I attended a recent
workshop given by the Center for Information Management Studies (CIMS), at
Babson College in Wellesley Massachusetts. The agenda spoke of Ten Hot IT
Issues. There was a paper with that title, and it wasn’t very different in its substance
from what we heard at the conference here. It was explained that in preparation for
the CIMS workshop, sixty CIOs had been asked to rate the IT issues they thought
were most compelling. Also, a variety of IT research reports were examined, and IT
professionals were interviewed.
And the direct experience with CIOs in my IT consulting business does relate to all
of it.
“Nick, specifically for your debate about IT issues and whether the organization
needs a CIO or not, I suggest we refer to a selection from the CIMS paper.”
Patricia read out a list …

The New Role of Project Management
Knowledge Management
The Full Understanding and Positioning of IT in the Company Organization
Aligning IT Strategy with Business Strategy
Identifying, Testing, and Introducing New Technology
… and went on: “In my view, the CIO position emerges strongly from the discussion
of such hot issues. Furthermore, the reading material Nick gave us supports the CIO
position as a well-advised organizational move, in spite of the high burnout rate! The
CIO is a central figure for information management and technology, and is a must.
Your case at the Bank in Basel tells me about the benefits of the Team CIO
approach in one particular set of circumstances but nothing about its inherent
constraints, its hidden costs. An executive committee to make decisions for the
CEO or with him? I think all managers are wary of the real drawbacks of group
decisions. I vote for a strong CIO and welcome the idea of a Chief Information
Technical Officer (CITO) reporting to the CIO.
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“I vote as well for the bottom-up vision of the organization. What a great idea! I
agree that details behind project success or failure represent a potential knowledge
asset for the organization -- if captured at the time of deployment or termination of
any given project. That thought deserves a bright future. That’s how and where those
concerned with knowledge management ought to start!”
? Why Team CIO? A New School of Thought?
Nick broke in at this point: “Your mention of the CIMS paper is a pertinent
one. The resolution of a hot IT issue is an important benefit to the
organization. However, in line with what I shared with you yesterday, I doubt
the benefit can be assured, let alone sustained, unless the resolution effort
evolves from a wider scheme, with general management issues addressed
as well.
“How could we maintain the new role of project management in the case of
the enterprise-wide information systems without addressing accountability
questions at the top management level?
“Why jump ahead to design the urgently required e-commerce systems
before management is ready for the new organizational and communication
challenges? The Team CIO deals directly and effectively with these
questions!
“Now, Patricia’s point about the general validity of the Team CIO approach is
worth thinking about. At the Basel Bank, the CEO showed no general interest
in executive committee meetings. That’s definitely not where he was coming
from. His directive was clear: Business management must get involved in
information management, not in systems development. And to get involved,
all of top management must be accountable to the CEO, and the CEO to the
Board, for their decisions regarding information management. Of course, the
first time you organize information management around a Team CIO and a
Technology Infrastructure Chief … like any major change program, it calls for
the right sort of preparation. Some obstacles may come in the way. To
maintain a real team at work is not easy. Again, I do not mean here a team
for consensus-based decisions. The Team CIO is an approach where each
executive takes charge at all pertinent steps of the project, and satisfies
himself that his staff is committed to the decision, liaises with other
executives, and calls in the CEO (and the CITO, if necessary) to make
choices or offer alternatives as the case may require. Then, once the Team
CIO is in place for the long term, my bet is the CEO has a real information
age organization.”
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Nick took a sip of wine and continued: “The CEO shouldn’t need to ask how
the CIO (as defined nowadays by most organizations) goes about removing
the dividing line between his staff and the company’s business community.
Or what would it take to have his team seen as part of the business in the
same way as marketing or manufacturing. Or who drives change in the
implementation of IT solutions, technology vs. business.
“Rather, the CEO must see IT as one sees Finance, HR, or R&D through an
executive management team -- as a core organizational function with its own
culture and processes, which must be mastered at acceptable cost. And with
Team CIO, the tight interrelationship between business and technology is
respected. Coordination stands a better chance. And great corporate
performance will emerge! Just take successful small and medium
companies as examples.
“I might add that winners among the large companies have gradually,
naturally, elected the Team CIO route. I mean, they do it in spirit though not in
any declared organizational form.”

? To Deal or not to Deal with One Issue at a Time?

Patricia: “I guess the Team CIO question will remain your hot button. Let’s
wait and hear the others. I also wanted to comment on the other three hot
issues reported in the CIMS paper:
“The Value Chain is Back,
IT Infrastructure, Electronic Commerce, and
The Rehiring/Relearning/Retention Era.
“These confirm your point about addressing issues one at a time, with scant
or limited importance given to what may be happening elsewhere in the
organization.
“Perhaps you saw the recent series on IT issues published by the Financial
Times. I haven’t read all the installments but I’ve absorbed enough to
conclude that the series represents further confirmation of the state-of-the-art
in IT management issues. Our debate around Nick’s dilemma is thus on a
good footing.”
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Hans intervened: “I suspect the topic of the CIO vs. the Team CIO or some
other response could easily overpower others. So many management
challenges basically require the effective positioning of IT in the organization,
and which instead end up partially addressed. At the Basel Bank where I
have now worked for more than twenty years, our CEO decided early on that
executives at the top management level have to be accountable for
information management.
They must be part of project management, at its heart, and responsible for
the optimal use of the information technology deployed throughout the
organization. That kind of leadership, constantly reinvigorated by bottom-up
feedback, gave us a unique edge with several of the so-called hot issues with or without the IT connotation.

“But I do think the organization theme deserves attention in helping Nick
resolve his legacy dilemma. Indeed, while the Team CIO question plays a
leading role in Nick’s views on management, he surrounded his central
question with critical organizational demands.
“One article in the Financial Times series comes in handy here: Time for the
Big Small Company. I don’t agree with all of it but I’d like to quote just this …
The assumptions of the (traditional) hierarchy and the entrepreneurial
models have been pushed to the limit. New structures are evolving that
unite the flexibility and speed, motivation and creativity that used to be
the hallmark of the entrepreneurial organization with the efficiency,
scale, scope and control of the hierarchy. It is helpful to view the
company as a network of roles and relationships that unite principals
(owners and senior management) and agents (those individuals hired
by the principals) in defining and executing strategy.

? What about the “Soft” Side of Management?
Hans continued, smiling at Nick: “To my surprise, in the same article, I found
a teaser to Nick’s soft side of management. The author quotes the CEO of
PepsiCo: ‘We have made many changes. It’s all pulled together by integrity,
not just honesty. It’s openness, trust, sharing rewards and sharing
responsibility. This is not the soft stuff – it’s the hard stuff and it will determine
our future survival’ … Nick, there is lot to be discussed here!”
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“Two years ago,” said Nick, “I made an attempt to write about The
Organization of the Future, as a sequel to the books listed in the handwritten
notes I passed on to you the other day. You see … burned-out CIOs get
blessed with wonderful company and useful inspiration! It turned out a failure.
I mean, the editor of a major publishing house rejected the text as ‘not
accessible’ to managers. That perplexed me. And so I asked two friends for
their opinion.
They admitted that the text was too dense without the benefit of a face-toface discussion with me. In other words: it was interesting but not well written!
“The article Hans is referring to will no doubt appear accessible, but I wonder
how anyone can bring the author’s main concepts into practice. The part that
Hans quoted is intended to show how the emerging information age
organization should modify itself in step with the evolution of IT design.
"From mainframe, hierarchy and centralized intelligence, to microcomputers,
entrepreneurial and decentralized intelligence, and finally to networks, agility,
learning, commitment and shared intelligence. Yes, all the right words are
used!”
Hans raised the hand holding his fork to regain his place in the debate: “Nick,
before you expand on your writing, let me finish with a reader’s letter to the
Financial Times. It is included in one of the twelve inserts.
Dear Sir:
The good news is that the Financial Times (FT) is publishing a
series on ‘Mastering Information Management.’ The bad news is
that it will take 12 issues to do it. Isn’t there a slight contradiction?
200 pages of information to help executives already confused by
groaning in-trays?
My advice to information users and confused executives would be
to clear enough space on their desks for a blank sheet of paper
and write on it their needs, the decisions required to meet those
targets, and the information needed to make those decisions. If
this proves difficult, 12 supplements to the FT aren’t going to be
much help.
Yours faithfully,
David M. Griffiths
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Nick responded: “I’d say that both the author of the article on the ‘big small
company’ and this FT reader have over-described what to do when
confronted with the fast pace of business and technological environments. As
well as with many other authors, we go from one extreme to the other.
From one grandiose, all-encompassing conceptualization to the down-toearth start from scratch. And I doubt such extremes could offer any real help
to real managers.”
? Does the Organization Need a New Frame of Reference?
Nick paused and the tone of his voice changed: “I wrote about The
Organization of the Future for two reasons. First, as Hans said earlier, the
organizational form does matter in our constant desire to improve corporate
performance. Doesn’t function follow form? Sometimes it seems to be the
other way around! Obviously, they are interrelated. Second, I sensed
something more basic was missing in most debates on the future of the
organization as reported in the numerous articles, letters, and books
crowding management office shelves.
“In my failed writing project, my contention was that it may be time for a new
frame of reference. No new management theory. No new organization
charts. What is a new frame of reference? A general basis: to invite
reflection. More specifically, to understand the new movements the
information age imposes in organizational life … to leverage my long
experience as CIO in a large organization. Furthermore, to build upon and
strengthen the overall view I shared with you the other day; you remember …
a touch of a solution is not a solution! And don’t let re-organization become a
knee-jerk response to each business change.”
Nick waved at the waiter and then added: “For what it’s worth, in my writing
on the organization I approached the whole subject as an architect would
tackle a large-scale reconstruction project. Architecture is both science and
art. It is more than the composition of all the separate parts. It is science as in
structures; hence, methodologies and disciplines. It is art as in value
formation; hence, aesthetics for inward and outward harmony, and beliefs.
As the concepts, the drawings, are translated into real life, both structures
and value formation must be nurtured. In our case: by the Architect/CEO and
his executive team. Value formation, like innovation, trust, learning, capacity
to change, loses all meaning outside of structure. And neither can the
structure, such as management functions, cost control, profits achievement,
satisfy new requirements, sustain efficiency and extend its life without value
formation.
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“I concluded that Team CIO fills the bill beautifully. It constitutes what I had
introduced in my rejected article as one of the Stakeholders’ Domains -- the
value formation part of my architecture. Of course, the structure part of my
architecture encompasses the different management functions, such as
research, engineering, manufacturing, marketing, sales and so forth, and the
core corporate functions such as finance, technology infrastructure, and
human resources.
“All the participants in top management, all accountable, have a big stake in
ensuring information throughout the organization is managed effectively and
efficiently.
"Indeed, my principal aim in introducing Domains has been to watch out for
any dilution of the decision-making responsibility and accountability
assigned to each participant.
“I also thought that the top Domain, the Team CIO, should typically exist
together with a maximum of three other Domains: Planning, Selling, and
Delivering.”

? How to Improve Internal Communication
Nick, though aware he should let others have a chance, quickly added: “I
really will stop now! I also realized what significant progress had been made
with the Communication Joint-Venture I had implemented as CIO. It’s a
practical way to focus on the soft side of management. On the one hand, I
encouraged bottom-up communication in order to access the minutiae, to
understand the different local initiatives, to increase the opportunity for
effective coaching at all levels of management under my responsibility.
Recall the Basel Bank CEO’s credo about the bottom-up vision of the
organization! On the other hand, I insisted on top down communication to
provide directives, rewards, and exceptional corrective measures. Trust and
leadership depend greatly upon how communication evolves in both
directions. Hence my reference to a Joint Venture!
“Two years later, after a number of strategic planning sessions, CIO
conferences, executive committees, and corporate issue resolution task
forces, I am delighted to see the ‘big’ company learning from the ‘small’
company. But, I cannot help closing again with the thought that my view on the
organization will deserve an A if the management gurus, and some CEOs,
would at least admit its validity!”
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? More on the “Soft” Stuff
Nick signaled he had one more comment: “Hans, to your second point, I must
say that the Chairman of PepsiCo is certainly right to consider ethics part of
the hard stuff. What he forgot to underscore is that there is a soft side of that
hard stuff.
The soft side is how he and his executive team will actually behave and
communicate with employees and customers in the first set of demanding
circumstances. No confusion between hard and soft.”
? What about “User Expectations”?
Hans spoke up again: “Before we let Ken, our whiz kid, take his turn there
are a few state-of-the-art topics which have not been well emphasized either
at Babson College or in the Financial Times. And I tend to believe they have
some bearing on Nick’s dilemma. One thing that comes to me is this:
managing user expectations. With the immediacy of interaction that one has
with the Web, technology is more familiar to more business people than it
ever was before. Everyone reads of these Internet companies that start up,
seemingly in no time, and are suddenly worth millions.
“I think this contributes to an unrealistic idea of what a large systems project
entails, and it may be increasingly difficult to make business managers
appreciate the time and money required for development. This could lead to
an unfair view that one's internal IT department is incompetent, and all sorts
of resulting attempts to bypass it.
“Furthermore, I was at a conference three weeks ago and listened to Andy
Grove of Intel. His main focus was that companies that did not shift significant
parts of their commerce to the Internet would be ‘has beens’ in less than five
years. He also said that in less than two years Intel had gone from conducting
2% of their business on the Internet to over 40%. What’s more the order of
magnitude for annual growth in e-commerce as compared to a 4% growth in
the GNP indicates that these two curves are converging in the not too distant
future.”
Nick: “Ken, let me interject for a quickie. No doubt the advances in
technology, the Internet, put a big premium on readiness for all sorts of
changes. For example, how much readiness will we need for international
business? The fact is, once you are on the Web, if you weren't an exporter
before, you may find you are one now! Language capability, and the
mechanics and legalities of international sales, become much more
important.
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A more demanding example … similar to what Hans has brought up, is that
technology developments show we are moving toward greater and greater
capacity at lower and lower cost. What are the implications for the business?
For the organization? So my question to you is this: Can’t anyone see how
Team CIO ensures the greater potential for a better, successfully sustainable
solution?”

? The Team CIO, the New School of Thought, Is Here to Stay
At last it was Ken’s turn: “The problem with the premise for this discussion is
that the CIO is rarely doing interesting things with new technology and only
occasionally promoting speed. Let me focus on the Internet. Most of the CIOs
I meet are far too detached from the leading edge and the ability of Web
technology. True, with a CIO you imply a certain size and orientation of
company which adds to the disillusionment that I have referred to. Fortune
500 companies have a CIO, for example, small startups do not, and a great
number of medium size companies do not.
“Who are the types of people that are taking charge along interesting lines
with Web technology? Line of Business Managers, CEOs of ISV's
(Independent Software Vendors), new startups that are Web oriented, and ecommerce and Internet Consulting managers.
“The Web, with respect to business applications, is in its infancy; very little
exists and what does exist is usually handcrafted with crude technology that
is suited for Web front-ends. To cite one example, all of Yahoo! is built with
crude scripts and a free version of UNIX.
“We recently conducted a focus group with ten CIOs from companies with at
least $300M in revenue. Their preoccupations were: ERP or enterprise-wide
applications, Y2K or the millennium bug, hardware/infrastructure challenges,
and the integration of disparate systems (caused by merger, acquisition or
simply a need to combine data from two different systems).”
Patricia: “Ken, sorry to interrupt. But don’t make it sound as if such
preoccupations could be whisked off!”
Ken: “Of course not. However, how many companies in the Fortune 500 have
more than a marketing Web site? How many actually conduct business-tobusiness over the Web?
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“Before starting my own company, I was Marketing Manager for software
products in a multinational telecommunications company. The CIO was
looked upon as a key executive. My recollection was that he was a victim of
job security and bureaucracy. He rarely embarked on technology initiatives;
he was swamped in endless strategy sessions with top management -always keen to require his partial or full responsibility. The CIO consequently
couldn’t see the wave of the Internet and business applications on the Web.
Nor could he see business services being delivered on the Web, for
example, ERP as a Web service rather than as installed software.
From my standpoint, management ought to get ready for the Internet’s impact
on supply chain, on packaged applications, on consumer choices, on
business systems, and on software development practices and software
economics. And, as my sales manager likes to put it, the die will be cast!”
Patricia: “Ken, the Web is not the World!”
Ken: “Just not yet! Having delivered my punch lines, I have to say that the
Team CIO sounds good. It’s key. Just don’t let it boil down to a bureaucracy.
Needless to say, we have no CIO position! When I meet with all those
concerned in my company with a given management or technical issue, the
meeting is fully committed to interlock, that is to firmly reach an agreement,
and then we proceed with full accountability. And, of course, as soon as we
realize something is going to turn sour then we meet again and take agreed
corrective actions.

“That’s my small, indirect, contribution here to add credibility to Nick’s Team
CIO, Communication Joint Venture, and the importance of the soft side of
management. Again, I just never thought of all that with specific names: we
are probably moving too fast!”

The discussion went on a while longer. By the third course, personal notes
had crept in, interspersed with constructive criticism of Nick’s views on
management. After coffee, the conversation shifted from the realm of
corporate topics to the wise men of the past -- and their legacy.
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FAREWELL

The encounter, Nick thought, turned out more helpful than he had imagined. After
driving his dinner companions to their lodgings, he mentally revisited details of the
discussion. The economy is booming, and it surely demonstrates that management
is doing something right. Of course, Nick himself had had the chance to meet
successful CEOs and CIOs. The question remained, however: can senior
management ever admit some validity to his views?
In lieu of an answer, he recalled how rewarding the unplanned encounter with the
three amigos had been. On that positive note, Nick convinced himself that there was
no point in meeting his old boss again. Forget the ultimate legacy.
Patricia had promised to send them all a transcript of their discussion, along with a
copy of the menu as a souvenir set. Nick fell asleep, happy with the decision to
forward his complete set to Bob.
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To the Heart of Project Management

The story is familiar; many of us have experienced it at first hand. An important IT
project is approved, internal memos are distributed describing in glowing terms the
expected results, the CIO appoints a skilled project manager, teams are formed,
tasks assigned, and top management looks forward to the deployment date. Time
passes, however, and the troubles begin. There are rumblings from key users and
project management team members. Early deadlines are missed. Project changes
are negotiated. Budget increases are approved, consultants are hired. But the
project veers off course and … like a mighty ship, flickers on the radar screen
before disappearing and perhaps sinking.

Recent surveys from The Standish Group International, Inc. reveal that less than half
of expected IT product features are actually delivered; more specifically, 46% of IT
projects are delivered over budget and overdue, and 28% fail altogether. A
separate Standish Group report further suggests that, “Larger corporations are now
taking the mindset of smaller companies that are typically better at managing IT
development projects.” The report reconfirms that three success factors point the
way to continuing improvement: extensive user involvement, strong executive
support, and clear business objectives. And the exciting news, also from The
Standish Group, is that a 59% improvement in successful completion of projects
has been achieved over the past four years -- by hammering away at the three
critical success factors.
In my opinion, the smaller company mindset and the three success factors go to the
heart of project management. On the one hand, the perspective I bring is that,
leveraging the three success factors requires the direct involvement of the right
people in the corporation. On the other hand, it has been my experience that in
smaller companies the right people do get directly involved in a more timely manner
than do their counterparts in large companies.
Who are these right people? In addition to key users, the right people include those
whom many consider to be outside the realm of project management. Specifically
they include Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) and line-of-business vice presidents
(VPs).
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In this article we journey together to the heart of project management with a large IT
project in mind. We’ll use a nautical metaphor to get there, including a large ship,
tugboats, and harbor pilots. The systems project is the ship. External factors
impinging upon the project (including organizational, social, cultural, and political
considerations) are the tugboats.
The right people, at the time of deployment, are the harbor pilots. I will hence focus
my attention on the tugboats and harbor pilots, but in no way minimize the
fundamental importance of the ship itself, i.e. the design and development of the
system.
The lack of direct involvement by the Chief Executive Officer and line-of-business
VPs in securing the ship to its tugboats is a frequent and major mistake. Attention
and support by top management may not be enough. And by involvement I don’t
mean paying lip service to the project manager, as in “Our CIO assigned the best
project manager … we enthusiastically approve of the project plans.” Nor do I mean
merely expressing confidence in how well the operating managers do their jobs, e.g.
“We are confident operational management will participate and deliver.” These are
in fact symptoms of a hands-off approach at the very time when management’s
decision-making responsibility and individual accountability are most crucial. This
dilution of responsibility and accountability is, in my opinion, a major reason why the
large project management failure rate is so alarmingly high.
A few words about the qualifier large may be appropriate. “Large” applies to both
the system and to its related project(s). For most managers, a project becomes
large if the system is technically challenging or if the number of the system’s
functional components (including the technology, applications, and users) exceeds a
certain threshold. In my opinion, however, if the interactions of the system with its
external factors (the project’s tugboats) occupy a pivotal role, then the qualifier
“large” is even more appropriate.
I will describe and briefly discuss two actual cases. In each of these examples, key
individuals in the organization foul up an otherwise well-managed large project. They
overlook the importance of their direct involvement in securing the projects to their
guiding tugboats. The result in each instance is a large project delivering much less
than expected.
There will be a synopsis of the five stages in a large system’s lifecycle, and a brief
overview of IT Project Management. We will then derive some practical
recommendations for going to the heart of project management.
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1. THE LARGE PROJECT’s GUIDING TUGBOATS
The merger of two organizations with its need for an integrated IT system offers the
first example of how important it is to get to the heart of project management.
Specifically, a merger of two professional services corporations (Company A and
Company B) intended to create a multibillion-dollar enterprise. In principle, the
merger -- designed to deliver significant marketing and financial advantages -- was
well accepted by all concerned.
Few people, however, valued or understood the importance of the external factors
such as the organizational, social, cultural, and political issues. In particular, merger
decisions were made with little involvement on the part of operational and IT
managers.
The merger having been approved, a reorganization including a single IT division
was announced. Company A, with a greater geographical base, faced significant
changes in its IT systems. Their CIO resigned and Company B’s CIO took over. The
introduction of Company B’s product-based services imposed major changes in
marketing, and pricing strategies and systems. Differing information requirements
soon drew the account managers from the two companies into conflict. Unexpected
difficulties bogged down the system development schedule. System requirements
were questioned repeatedly. Some key players rejected the new marketing and
pricing directives. The CEO demanded more rapid integration of the two
companies’ systems. The new CIO (from Company B) directed the project manager
(also from Company B) to take charge and handle the cultural differences later,
“after the real work is done.”
The project manager, faced with the need for speed and the directive to deal with
external issues later, put off involving, coaching, and learning to trust new players
from different divisions of the company. He was also unable to reduce resistance to
the process change.
The CIO needed direct involvement from outside the project and he did not get it.
For him to deliver the new system on time and within budget, the project manager
needed the management team in charge of the merger to remain involved
throughout the finalization of the new account management requirements. The
project manager also needed the CEO and key business unit executives to resolve
crucial organizational, cultural, and political issues. Without these guiding tugboats
the system was delivered a year late and with less than half of its new and needed
features.
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Our second case describes a large project for an integrated enterprise-wide IT
system in a multinational high-tech company. The enterprise operates on three
continents and is proud of its high-tech supremacy. Faced with competitive
challenges, and after several debates, top management adopted a reengineering
model and imposed a new way of doing business upon the organization. At the
same time, the senior executives insisted that the causes of poor company
performance were coming from the outside.
A chasm opened between those who believed in the change, and those who did
not. To make matters more interesting, a new IT system was being acquired, and
was presented as the enabler for these changes.
The project manager, systems manager, and the CIO were faced with expanded
cross-functional tasks, under the responsibility of some of the non-believers. Where
were those who pushed for the new course of action? Despite pressure from the
project manager and the CIO, top management remained reluctant to become
personally involved and to steer operational management away from the old ways of
doing business.
Instead of getting to the heart of project management by becoming part of the
project management process, the CEO and executive VPs retreated to the more
traditional approach. Their involvement was characterized by declarations such as
“We support the approved project plans” and “We’re confident that operational
management will participate and deliver”. In other words, the tugboats were not well
suited for the new layout by the port authority, and stayed anchored for too long. The
harbor pilots underestimated the impact by the changed procedures. The project,
like a ship without the tugboats, was unable to dock as expected. The system users
were confused and frustrated. Management’s credibility suffered. Ultimately the
system was implemented one year late, gift-wrapped with a five-fold increase in the
development and implementation costs and with significantly reduced functionality.
And an anonymous memo appeared on the bulletin board near the project
manager’s office. It offered the following description of a project in five phases:
Enthusiasm, Disillusionment, Panic, Search for the guilty but punishment of the
innocent, Praise and honors for the non-participant …
Yes, we know that large project failures are not unusual. Yes, the project manager
should have been a better communicator. Yes, more strictly enforced project control
procedures might have helped. Such criticisms, while valid, miss the main point.
There is no substitute for the active participation of the CEO and the executive VPs
in resolving divisive issues. While deliverables, costs, benefits, and timelines do
influence project management’s success, the actual achievement of sustained
benefits with large projects increasingly demands that executives and line-ofbusiness senior managers get to the heart of IT project management.
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2. THE FIVE STAGES IN A (LARGE) SYSTEM LIFECYCLE.
In the following paragraphs we present and discuss the system lifecycle in stages,
but with a different slant. For each stage, we first describe the big picture. This
includes the major system-related activities and deliverables that are usually well
understood by the key players in the project, documented in the executive summary
of the project plan, and supported by management. We then separately highlight
important subsidiary deliverables as they relate to our tugboats.
The lifecycle of a large IT system includes five stages:
1. Concept
2. Pre-Construction
3. Core
4. Operational
5. Closeout
Each stage will be explained below, including subsidiary deliverables. Our purpose
here is to highlight, throughout the system lifecycle, when and why key players
outside the project management team may be called upon to accept their share of
the accountability. Each stage presents its own level of complexity, based upon the
required number of tugboats and the ability of the harbor pilots.
? The Concept Stage
Stage One is the front-end time during which the key players -- senior management,
major customers and suppliers, key external sponsors, and managers in the system
users’ community -- are engaged with the new system at the concept level.
The new system could either be developed in-house or acquired as an integrated
application system. By the end of the Concept stage, it will be very important to have
in place a project management team for the following two stages, in order to ensure
continuity.
The main activities in the Concept stage are sometimes referred to as Feasibility
Studies, or collectively as the Requirements Phase or the Planning Phase. In
reality, this initial stage ought to include much more than just the planning of the
project.
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Important subsidiary deliverables from the Concept stage include:
?
?
?

Ensuring that all stakeholders, inside and outside the organization, are identified
and informed, on the understanding that a strict IT standpoint is unsatisfactory
when cultural, social, and political factors are present.
Understanding the management priorities. Using cost/benefit analyses, identify
the uncertainties and risks associated with early plans and estimates.
Checking the status of engagement of all stakeholders, frequently. When an
interested party does not engage because of political or organizational interests,
escalate the issue and involve the CEO and executive vice presidents as the ad
hoc “top” Project Management team.

? The Pre-Construction Stage
A select team of innovative, enthusiastic, senior business and technical managers
recommend the approach to take, obtain buy-in from top management (the real
owners of the system), and continue to lead the project efforts into the next stage.
The main activities in the Pre-Construction stage are sometimes referred to as
Preliminary Analysis, Initial Design, or Detailed Architecture. In reality, this
second stage ought to include much more than the completion of the system
architecture.
Important subsidiary deliverables from the Pre-Construction stage include:

?

Identifying the organizational, cultural, social, and political factors and their
implications.

?

Escalating and engaging the CEO and executive vice presidents as the ad hoc
top project management team when there is pressure to choose particular
procedures or system specifications, and when this pressure arises from one
part of the organization to the detriment of another part.
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? The Core Stage
The objective of the Core stage is to be effectively prepared for the Operational
stage -- and not only from an IT system standpoint. If an application system is
acquired, differently labeled but equivalent activities and deliverables will apply. The
Core stage is often referred to as the Design and Development stage. In reality,
this third stage needs to emphasize much more than just design and development
of the system.
Important subsidiary deliverables from the Core stage include:
?

Ensuring that preparation for the change is in place, over and above the usual
functional and technical issues and training.

?

Ensuring that top management involvement is available to the project manager
and the CIO, on demand. The system is a moving target in a world where
requirements and technology can change very quickly, often because of the
organizational, cultural, and political forces.

?

Verifying that preparation for the change progresses well, and that adjustments
are in place where appropriate. Tracking and monitoring changes needed in the
guiding tugboat, e.g. a new organizational change, and (when necessary)
engage top management to assist with potential problems.

? The Operational Stage
This is when the system goes “live” and users begin to operate it. This stage also
encompasses the maintenance activities required to keep the system functioning at,
or above, specified performance levels. Enhancements and corrections are
introduced as a result of operational experience; these may necessitate a return to
the previous stages. The Operational stage does not mean a total end to top
management relinquishing direct involvement. Competing claims for change can
arise from important organizational, cultural, and political issues, and top
management may need to intervene.
? The Closeout Stage
The time at which the system has to be either significantly upgraded or replaced.
Here again, the previous stages can be triggered in an iterative process.
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3. THE EVOLUTION OF IT PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Since the late 1980’s, business objectives and the rapidly changing
requirements of customers, suppliers, employees, and management have
gained increasing importance. In response to such shifts, project
methodologies adopted teamwork as one of the most crucial elements in
project management.
The profile of successful IT projects has been amply documented in recent years.
Two Project World Inc. conference papers reflect the lessons learned through the
1980’s and put to work during the 1990s. They provide project managers with stateof-the-art practices in project management. But they do not pay enough attention to
the growing importance of the organizational, cultural, and political considerations
external to the technical system itself.
In one of these articles, the author Samuel N Stevens of Battelle Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory, explains that organizations have redefined the process for
developing software systems, and emphasizes that a key element in the new
process is a collaborative approach to project management.
The author defines five key roles: plan, observe, compare, and take action; utilize
hard and soft data; manage changes to scope, schedule resources; do not be
trapped by “linear” models; use the process to solve problems (i.e. do not drop back
into the old “code like hell” ways of thinking).
In the second article, “Project Managers as Leaders: Competencies of Top
Performers,” the author, Dr Owen C Gadeken, summarizes the results of four
separate research studies on what characterizes the top performing Project
Managers in projects for the US Department Of Defense and the UK Ministry of
Defense. From data collected in the early 1990s we learn that the best project
managers:
?
?
?
?
?

are strongly committed to their mission
have a long term and big picture perspective
are both systematic and innovative thinkers
find and empower the best people for their project team
thrive on relationships, and results.

The focus of these two authors (as with many others) continues to be upon the
internal, functional, components of the system. These become the ship. Mention is
also made of the importance of relationships. But there is little emphasis on the
meaning and implications of these relationships.
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4. Practical Recommendations
My central recommendation is that, with large projects, the Chief Executive Officer
and executive VPs must give the project manager (or the vice-president responsible
for the project) with the authority to call in all the right people, as required by the
project. The CEO and the executive VPs may then have to commit themselves to a
more active role in large project management. Their support as non-accountable
outsiders (though necessary) will not be enough.
More to this point, their direct involvement may often be dictated by the fact that they
themselves generate many of the organizational, social, cultural, and political issues
“external” to the project. If top management introduces changes, much like the
harbor management imposing a new docking procedure, then the ship, and the
system, will require different or additional tugboats to successfully complete its
course.
I find it remarkable that such a recommendation has rarely been mentioned, let
alone highlighted, in either the available documentation or in dedicated seminars on
project management. This is strange in view of the fact that personal involvement in
critical issues is a hallmark of successful executives in corporations of all sizes.
In summary, these are the major points at the heart of project management:
1. A project can be large even if the system itself is not. This is so because of the
organizational, social, cultural, and political considerations that surround the
system and add complexity to the project.
2. Although it is as crucial as ever to delegate project delivery responsibility to a
competent, committed, and team-building project manager, top management
must recognize that a large IT project is increasingly an integral part of operations
management.
3.To get to the heart of project management, the CEO and the business line VP’s
must accept their share of accountability for the system delivery and performance.
A “large” IT project, like any important corporate undertaking, requires intense,
personal involvement on the part of senior management; and when this is not
forthcoming, opportunities for failure increase dramatically.
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A constructive step is to update the design and development methodology to
include the “important subsidiary deliverables” presented earlier in this article.
Differing corporate situations may even demand additional subsidiary deliverables.
In general terms, they are all linked to human nature.
Furthermore, the major issues surrounding the project should not be divorced from
day-to-day operations. Such separation, although it may seem desirable to some
people, can dramatically increase the project failure rate. Senior management -- the
ultimate information management team -- must become harbor pilots. They, more
than anyone else, know the corporate currents, winds and tides, and they know
when, where and how to drive the tugboats! They have the ability and the means to
go “to the heart of project management.”
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